
NEW MODEL 700 
7mm MAUSER (7x57) "ClASSIC'. 

You know 
the Model 

700. America's 
standard in big game. 
bolt-action rifles. Now 
there's a very special 
Model 700: the "Clas
sic" in 7mm Mauser 
(7x57) caliber. 

For decades 
this classic 
European caliber 
has been known 
by handloaders 
for its versatility. 
accuracy. and 
knockdown 
power. Now the 
7mm Mauser 
(7x57) is avail-
able in a rifle 
that lives up to 
its classic pro-
portions. 

.-...:.--:t:::i 

considered the 7mm 
Mauser (7x57) to be an 
ideal compromise for 
hunting a wide variety 
of big game. Muleys 
and whitetails. Antelope. 
Sheep. Goar. The 7x5 7 
has good ballistic per
formance, mild recoil. 
and the kind of case· 
and-bullet customizing 
potential that appeals 
to reloaders. 

Now, in addition to 
The Model 700 the special Model 700 

''Classic" has more "Classic,'' there's a new 
going for it than straight- ~oading $ 3- ,;t 
forward good looks. It in our -: - -
has the strength of the 7mm Mauser cartridge: 

700 action. positive- a 140-grain pointed soft 
~ cut checkering, point bullet to ~p~imize 
;~~-,., - --~"". downrange balhst1cs 

\..'( ~. · -~- '.:i:..--... from this short case. 
~; . :---.,~ ~ The result: a flatter 

~ ..-..;··· • · -~- trajectory and 
plus a ~. <~ higher retained 
hinged · · ~ energy down-
floor range. 
plate. Take a good look at 
sling-swivel studs. something really special: 
a rich satin wood finish. the"Classic" 7mm Mauser. 

And, because its barrel You won't find it listed in 
has no sights, it's a per- our full-line catalog, but 
feet opportunity to fit a millions will read about it 
scope to the rifle. in two separate ads in 

Many shooters have national magazines. 

Now your 
Rernin~on 

Distributor has a 
rifleinan's favorite 
big gam.e caliber 

in a litnited
production rifle. 

Model 700 "CIAssk" 7mm MAuser (7,.57}-0rder No. 5758 

C.Uber C.1Ndty II.Arre! Length Twist R·H 11 tum lnl 
7mm Mauser ( 7x5 7) 5 22" 9' , " 

S..nd&rd StoU Dimensions: I" drop at heel. 9/16" drop at comb ( mea~ured 
from center line of bore). Aw:r.a1e Weight: 7'·• lbs . 

7mm M•user (7x57) 
140-gr•ln Pointed Soft Point-Order No. 7MSRI 

VU.OCITY lNEaGY T'IAUCTORY 

Dlst.t.nce Feet DIHiance foot- Distance Short Lons 
(Ydo.) per Sec. (Yd .. ) Pounds !Yd•.) a.nset It.Ange t 

Muzz.le 2660 Muzzle 2199 so 0.2 -
100 2435 100 1843 I 00 0.0 2.5 

150 - I .7 2.0 
zoo 222 I zoo 1533 200 . 5.0 0.0 

250 .f 00 . 3.8 
300 2018 300 1266 300 -170 . 9.6 
400 1827 400 1037 400 - -27 7 
500 1648 500 844 500 - -56.3 

to O 1nd1cares yMd"ge "t 
which rifle is sighted m 

~mington. @!> 
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